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Geoparks‥seeking‥UNESCO’s‥assistance‥ to‥ join‥ the‥Global‥
Geoparks‥Network‥ (GGN)‥ [January‥2014;http://www.global-

























































































































































































related‥ to‥ the‥“history”‥of‥culture.‥That‥ is‥ the‥culture‥which‥
consists‥ from‥the‥aggregate,‥ the‥records‥and/or‥narrative‥de-
scriptions‥of‥past‥events.‥The‥planning‥should‥be‥ intention‥and‥
be‥about‥arrangement,‥map,‥drawing‥and‥money,‥ in‥order‥ to‥
achieve‥something.‥Planning‥ is‥also‥a‥guideline‥ for‥our‥action‥
which‥ is‥discussed‥and‥analyzed‥a‥particular‥event‥abstracted‥
from‥the‥‘relationship‥network’‥surrounding‥us‥on‥the‥‘time‥axis'.‥
On‥the‥other‥hand,‥the‥heritage‥planning‥does‥not‥have‥the‥end‥
comprehensively.‥This‥ is‥because‥ the‥object‥of‥heritage‥para-
digm‥always‥may‥be‥under‥changes‥with‥the‥times‥and‥society.‥
The‥heritage‥planning‥should‥not‥be‥only‥for‥improving‥the‥cur-
rent‥situation‥with‥a‥variety‥of‥problems,‥but‥we‥will‥also‥subli-
mate‥it‥to‥the‥social‥planning‥with‥all‥stakeholders,‥which‥should‥
be‥the‥message‥for‥the‥future‥community.
